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Abstract 

Rapid advances in automotive applications led to need for big data transmission in vehicles. For these 

requirements, SOME/IP Transport Protocol(SOME/IP-TP) was proposed in SOME/IP(Scalable service-

Oriented MiddlewarE over IP), which is a service-oriented vehicle communication. SOME/IP-TP is a method to 

segment a big data into lots of small-scaled smaller data. This makes it possible to transmit big data using UDP. 

In this paper, we analyzed the problem caused by connectionless and unreliable characteristics of UDP when 

using SOME/IP-TP. First, the abnormal transmission process of data due to each characteristic was investigated. 

Second, exceptions were defined as Shutdown and Missing, respectively. Finally, each exception was analyzed 

for message type transmitted through SOME/IP-TP. From the results, it was confirmed that unnecessary data 

transmission problems occurred when Shutdown of the Response message receiver or Missing of segmented 

data 
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1. Introduction 

An autonomous vehicle refers to a vehicle which can recognize the driving environment by itself and drive 

to a target point without manipulation by the driver[1, 2]. Recently, as the autonomous vehicle is noticed, 

various automotive applications such as Infotainment[3, 4] and advanced driver assistant system(ADAS)[5, 6] 

are studied actively. Common requirements of these automotive applications are the wider bandwidth and the 

transmission of big data. 

Conventional vehicle communication technologies such as controller area network(CAN)[7], FlexRay[8], 

local interconnect network(LIN)[9], media oriented systems transport(MOST)[10] are difficult to achieve the 

above requirements, which thus lead to the introduction of Ethernet[11] in the vehicle. Because Ethernet 

provided wider bandwidth than the above-mentioned conventional ones[12, 13], it was able to support the 

increasing demand for the number and capacity of ECUs[13, 14, 15] which is exponentially increased.  

Scalable service-Oriented MiddlewarE over IP(SOME/IP)[16] is one of a vehicle communication 

technologies based on Ethernet. Conventional SOME/IP used transmission control protocol(TCP) as a transport 

protocol for big data transmission[17]. However, TCP is not suitable for an vehicle environment requiring fast 

data, since it is difficult to guarantee a real-time performance[18, 19]. To supplement it, SOME/IP-TP[16], a 

method of transmitting big data using user datagram protocol(UDP), was proposed.  
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SOME/IP-TP is a method to segment big data into segments which is smaller than maximum transmission 

unit(MTU) and this makes it possible to transmit data bigger than MTU through UDP. UDP, the transport 

protocol of SOME/IP-TP, has an advantage in terms of real-time performance compared to TCP[18, 20]. 

However, UDP has the following characteristics[21, 22, 23]: 1)connectionless, in which connections between 

communication peers are not explicitly established or terminated. 2) unreliable, in which data packets can be 

lost or received in a different order. Therefore, current SOME/IP-TP has limitations that does not consider the 

problem due to characteristics of UDP.   

In this paper, we will analyze the problems that may occur when transferring big data using SOME/IP-TP 

due to the above-mentioned limitations (which is caused by the characteristics of UDP such as connectionless 

and unreliable). Problems are analyzed as the following steps. First, the abnormal transmission process 

(hereafter, exception) when transmitting big data using SOME/IP-TP due to each characteristic of UDP is 

defined. Second, the defined exceptions are analyzed for message type transmitted through SOME/IP-TP. 

The paper is composed of five sections. In section 2, we introduce SOME/IP-TP. In section 3, we define 

SOME/IP-TP exceptions due to each characteristic of UDP. In section 4, we analyze each exception per 

message type that can be transmitted through SOME/IP-TP. Finally, in section 5, we present conclusions and 

future works. 

2. SOME/IP-TP  

In this section, we introduce SOME/IP-TP, which is the subject of this study. For this, at first the 

environment in which SOME/IP-TP operates is described. 

SOME/IP-TP is a method of transmitting big data in SOME/IP, so it is operated in an environment including 

SOME/IP stack. ECU(device) structure including the SOME/IP stack is represented as shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Figure 1. ECU(device) structure with SOME/IP stack 

ECU structure including SOME/IP stack is described in Fig. 1. In one ECU, there is a SOME/IP stack, and 

the SOME/IP stack communicates with SOME/IP stack in other ECU through UDP. The SOME/IP stack is 

connected to several applications in the ECU and each application can perform role as Provider, Consumer or 

both.  

The environment in which SOME/IP-TP is operated is briefly described in above. Next, SOME/IP-TP 

operating in the introduced environment will be described in more detail. 

When transmitting data in SOME/IP using UDP, only the data smaller than MTU can be transmitted. If the 

data bigger than MTU should be transmitted through UDP, SOME/IP-TP should be used[16]. Fig. 2 shows an 

example in which SOME/IP message containing big data is transmitted from Provider application to Consumer 

application using SOME/IP-TP. 
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Figure 2. SOME/IP-TP message transmission process 

In Fig. 2, original message means SOME/IP message containing too big data to transmit directly using UDP. 

Segment means each parts of original message payload transmitted through SOME/IP-TP. When transmitting 

big data using SOME/IP-TP, original message which is not fit to one UDP packet is segmented into segment. 

Each segment is transmitted from sender to receiver. Receiver reassembles completely received segments into 

one original message and then sending it to the final destination application. SOME/IP-TP message format using 

in this is shown in Fig. 3. And, the ‘Message Type’ field of SOME/IP-TP is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Figure 3. The field format of SOME/IP-TP message 

 

Figure 4. The field format for ‘Message Type’ of SOME/IP-TP 
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The third highest bit of the ‘Message Type’ field is called TP Flag. When the SOME/IP message is a 

segment, TP Flag is set to 1. Also, the lower 4 bits of the ‘Message Type’ field are set to a predefined value 

based on Message Type. SOME/IP-TP ‘Message Type’s according to these rules are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. ‘Message Type’s supported in SOME/IP-TP 

Message Type Number Description 

TP_REQUEST 0x20 A TP request expecting a response 

TP_REQUEST_NO_RETURN 0x21 A TP fire&forget request 

TP_NOTIFICATION 0x22 
A TP request of a notification/event callback 

expecting no response 

TP_RESPONSE 0xA0 The TP response message 

TP_ERROR 0xA1 The TP response containing an error 

 

Among the ‘Message Type’ in Table 1, the contents of TP_REQUEST and TP_REQUEST_NO_RETURN 

are different but the purposes are the same as Request. Similarly, the contents of TP_RESPONSE and 

TP_ERROR are different but the purposes are the same as Response. In addition, in these cases, the message 

transmission process between the Provider and the Consumer is the same when transmitting big data using 

SOME/IP-TP. Therefore, the SOME/IP-TP message transmission process will be described as a representative 

of the following three types: Notification, Request (representing Request and Request no return), Response 

(representing Response and Error). The conventional SOME/IP-TP message transmission process is shown in 

Fig. 5, 6, and 7. 

 

Figure 5. SOME/IP-TP message transmission (I): Notification case 
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  Figure 6. SOME/IP-TP message transmission (II): Request case 

 

Figure 7. SOME/IP-TP message transmission (III): Response case 

3. Problem Statements: SOME/IP-TP Exceptions 

UDP has a characteristic such as connectionless, in which connections between communication peers are not 

explicitly established or terminated. Also, the UDP has a characteristic such as unreliable, in which data packets 

can be lost or received in a different order[21, 22, 23]. Thus, these can cause exception in SOME/IP-TP that a 

message is not transmitted correctly, besides the normal message transmitting process shown in Fig. 5, 6 and 7. 
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UDP has connectionless characteristics so that even if a communication peer is shutdown without any notice, 

there is no method for knowing that state. A method of transmitting a specific predefined message (Stop Offer 

Service, Stop Subscribe Eventgroup) is introduced in the transmission of a typical SOME/IP message when 

shutdown of the sender or receiver. However, it is not considered about shutdown of the sender or receiver in 

the transmission of SOME/IP-TP message. This is an exceptional case that can cause some problems when 

transmitting data through SOME/IP-TP. In this paper, this is defined as ‘Shutdown’. In other words, ‘Shutdown’ 

means an exception that sender or receiver is shutdown without any notice. 

Meanwhile, UDP has unreliable characteristics so that even if the message in different order is received, 

there is no method to know exactly whether some messages were lost or the message was received in a different 

order. In SOME/IP-TP, this disadvantage can be improved by a method to maintain receiving buffer until all 

segments arrive. However, this method is difficult for applying to an actual system in terms of memory 

management. For this reason, in SOME/IP-TP, ‘Reorder distance’ is introduced to distinguish whether some 

segments were lost or the segment was received in a different order.  

‘Reorder distance’ means the threshold of the difference between the order of segment expected to be 

received and the order of segment actually received. In the case that the difference between the order of 

segments (which is expected to arrive) and the ones (which is actually received) exceeds ‘Reorder distance’, the 

receiver of SOME/IP-TP message judges that some segments were lost rather, not received in wrong order. 

Once the receiver of SOME/IP-TP judges that some segments were lost, all received segments were discarded 

and then all the following ones for the same original message were ignored. This case is also an exceptional case 

like ‘Shutdown’ that can cause some problems when transmitting data through SOME/IP-TP. In this paper, this 

is defined as ‘Missing’. In other words, ‘Missing’ means an exception that some of the segments to be received 

are lost during transmitting segments through SOME/IP-TP continuously. 

4. Analysis Results 

In this section, we analyze each exception defined in section 4, per message type that can be transmitted 

through SOME/IP-TP. For analysis of exception, as in section 2, we assume the following three cases: Request, 

Response, Notification. 

SOME/IP-TP message transmission process when the Shutdown occurs in the sender is shown in Fig. 8, 9 

and 10. 

 

Figure 8. Problem case of SOME/IP-TP message transmission, Shutdown in the sender (I): Notification case 
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Figure 9. Problem case of SOME/IP-TP message transmission, Shutdown in the sender(II): Request case 

 

Figure 10. Problem case of SOME/IP-TP message transmission, Shutdown in the sender(III): Response 

As shown in Fig. 8 and 10, the sender is a Provider when the type of SOME/IP-TP message is Notification 

or Response. When Shutdown of Provider occurs, it is detected by SOME/IP stack in the same ECU. After 

detecting the Shutdown, the SOME/IP stack informs that data offering is stopped by sending Stop Offer Service 

message. This makes the Consumer can detect that the Provider sending Notification or Response to itself is in 

Shutdown. After detecting the Shutdown of Provider, the Consumer notices that there will be no longer 
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Notification or Response sending from the Provider. And accordingly, the Consumer discards all of the previous 

segments. 

As shown in Fig. 9, the sender is a Consumer when the type of SOME/IP-TP message is Request. When 

Shutdown of Consumer occurs, it is detected by SOME/IP stack in the same ECU. However, since the 

Consumer is not subscribed to the Provider, SOME/IP stack does not take any action after detecting Shutdown. 

For this reason, the Provider can’t detect that the Consumer sending Request to itself is in Shutdown. In this 

case, the Provider waits for the next segment for the set waiting time. If the next segment was not received 

within the set waiting time, it is confirmed as a timeout and all the previously received segment are discarded. 

SOME/IP-TP message transmission process when the Shutdown occurs in the receiver is shown in Fig. 11, 

12 and 13. 

 

Figure 11. Problem case of SOME/IP-TP message transmission, Shutdown in the receiver: Notification case 

 

 

Figure 12. Problem case of SOME/IP-TP message transmission, Shutdown in the receiver: Request case 
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Figure 13. Problem case of SOME/IP-TP message transmission, Shutdown in the receiver: Response case 

First, as shown in Fig. 11, the receiver is a Consumer when the type of SOME/IP-TP message is 

Notification. For receiving Notification, the Consumer is subscribed to the Provider. When Shutdown of 

Consumer occurs, it is detected by SOME/IP stack in the same ECU. After detecting the Shutdown, the 

SOME/IP stack informs that subscription is stopped by sending Stop Subscribe Eventgroup message. This 

makes the Provider can detect that the Consumer receiving Notification from itself is in Shutdown. After 

detecting the Shutdown of Consumer, the Provider notices that the Consumer can’t receive Notification. And 

accordingly, the Provider doesn’t send segments any longer. 

Next, as shown in Fig. 12, the receiver is Provider when the type of SOME/IP-TP message is Request. When 

Shutdown of Provider occurs, it is detected by SOME/IP stack in the same ECU. After detecting the Shutdown, 

the SOME/IP stack informs that data offering is stopped by sending Stop Offer Service message. This makes the 

Consumer can detect that the Provider receiving Request from itself is in Shutdown. After detecting the 

Shutdown of Provider, the Consumer notices that the Provider can’t receive Request. And accordingly, the 

Consumer doesn’t send segments any longer.  

Finally, as shown in Fig. 13, the receiver is Consumer like Notification, when the type of SOME/IP-TP 

message is Response. When Shutdown of Consumer occurs, it is detected by SOME/IP stack in the same ECU. 

However, since the Consumer is not subscribed to the Provider, SOME/IP stack does not take any action after 

detecting Shutdown. In Fig. 13, the Consumer is not subscribed to the Provider, so before Shutdown, there is no 

action. For this reason, the Provider can’t detect that the Consumer receiving Response from itself is in 

Shutdown. In this case, a problem happens the Provider continuously sends segments that can't be reached to 

Consumer(segments #i~#N in Fig. 13). This wasted data transmission is a problem that makes the unnecessary 

load on the Provider. Also, this is a problem that unnecessarily occupies bandwidth on the network. 

Finally, SOME/IP-TP message transmission process when the Missing occurs is shown in Fig. 14, 15 and 

16. 
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Figure 14. Problem case of SOME/IP-TP message transmission, Missing: Notification case 

 

Figure 15. Problem case of SOME/IP-TP message transmission, Missing: Request case 
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Figure 16. Problem case of SOME/IP-TP message transmission, Missing: Response case 

As shown in Fig. 14, 15 and 16, when Missing occurs, a problem happens the Provider continuously sends 

segments that will be ignored by Consumer(segments #i~#N in Fig. 14, 15 and 16) These segments can’t be 

reassembled into the original message. Therefore, transmission of these segments means the wasted data 

transmission. The wasted data transmission is a problem that makes the unnecessary load on the Provider and 

Consumer. Also, this is a problem that unnecessarily occupies bandwidth on the network.  

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, the problem when using SOME/IP-TP for handling big data in vehicles was analyzed. 

Problems were analyzed in three steps. First, we investigated the problem when using SOME/IP-TP caused by 

characteristics of UDP such as connectionless and unreliable. Second, we defined each exception that can be 

occurred when the data is transferring through SOME/IP-TP as Shutdown and Missing. Third, we analyzed 

problems that can be detected in defined exceptions. As a result, it was confirmed that wasted data transmission 

problems occurred when Missing of segmented data or Shutdown of the Response message receiver.  

Previous studies about UDP supplemented the characteristics of UDP such as connectionless and 

unreliable[24, 25, 26]. However, these characteristics of UDP were not considered in SOME/IP-TP and there 

were no relevant studies.  

In the latest version of the SOME/IP specification, the concept of ‘Reorder distance' was deleted. In this 

case, the ‘Missing’, which is one of the two exceptions in this paper, may not be considered. However, the latest 

specifications cannot cover the problem that the order of message transmission can be changed frequently when 

using UDP. Therefore, there is a possibility that the specifications will be re-changed in the future. 

Recently, SOME/IP is actively discussed and applied to actual vehicles, mainly in automotive OEMs and 

suppliers belonging to AUTOSAR[27, 28]. This paper has a meaningful significance that found a problem for 

big data transmission using SOME/IP in terms of traffic and stability that should be considered when applying 

to actual vehicles. Furthermore, it is expected that the results of this study can contribute to UDP-based big data 

handling research 
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